[Change in the cholesterol metabolism associated with the combined inhibition of synthesis and absorption].
Lowering lipid levels in the cardiovascular prevention we confine ourselves to measure the cholesterol level and care less for the background effects. Namely blood cholesterol level beyond the amount consumed with the diet highly depends on balance of intestinal absorption/secretion and synthesis. Studying the rate of absorption and synthesis has come only recently into the foreground of interest. Many observations proved that using even the strongest cholesterol lowering drug - beyond reducing the synthesis in the liver - may be associated with an up to 50 percent increase of the intestinal cholesterol absorption. When studying the effectiveness of statins in everyday practice we measure only the decrease of serum cholesterol level as the final result, and do not examine the changes in the synthesis and absorption. The amount of cholesterol synthesized or absorbed can be determined in an indirect way by measuring that of the non-cholesterol sterols (phytosterols). The absorption markers are campesterol, sitosterol, avenasterol as well as cholestanol. The biosynthesis of cholesterol correlates with the level of lathosterol, cholestanol, desmostenol. In practice the concentration of lathosterol or lathosterol/cholesterol can be considered the marker of synthesis and the campesterol or campesterol/cholesterol ratio the marker of absorption. So recent study results show that while inhibiting the cholesterol synthesis with statin the cholesterol absorption increases and the absorption inhibitor ezetimibe is associated with boost of synthesis. The increase in absorption caused by statins can be reduced or prevented by combining with ezetimibe. These data confirm that combination of statin and ezetimibe, inhibiting simultaneously both the synthesis and absorption provides the most effective cholesterol-level lowering with the least side-effects.